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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Background

River water is one of the most useful resources to people because of its multipurpose uses including domestic, industrial and agricultural in addition to transportation, tourism and recreational purposes. Dhaka division is one of the eight administrative divisions of Bangladesh which includes the Dhaka city, the capital of Bangladesh. The current population of the city is about 20 million, which turns Dhaka city into one of the most densely populated megacities in the world. Considering the importance of rivers to humans, Dhaka city has grown on the bank of Buriganga from the era of the Mughal empire and is surrounded by four rivers (Figure 1-1). There are Balu and Sitalakhya on the eastern side, Turag and Buriganga on the western side. These rivers receive water from the Jamuna (Brahmaputra river) in the wet season, and in the dry season upper reaches of these rivers are slowly replenished by the release of groundwater into the rivers. The lower reaches of the rivers are also influenced by the tidal variations travelling upstream from the Bay of Bengal. In the monsoon season, the river levels reach around 6.5m MSL (mean sea level) and drop to about 2.5m MSL in the dry season (BWDB, 2023). However, the unplanned development of the city and the establishment of different industries on the banks of the rivers over time resulted in a decrease in the water quality of the rivers.
There are a few studies available on the Dhaka-based river water quality assessment, which were collected and reviewed. Mir Mostafa Kamal et al. reported the alarmingly low level of DO in the Buriganga river back in the 2000s (Kamal et al., 1999). Many other researchers studied water quality parameters e.g., dissolved oxygen (DO), biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), chemical oxygen demand (COD), pH, turbidity, conductivity, total dissolved solids (TDS), nitrate and phosphate in Buriganga river and those studies found the DO, BOD, COD, TDS, turbidity, nitrate and phosphate are at an alarming level and a discussion on the possible sources of the pollution are presented in some of the papers (Akbor et al., 2017; Fatema et al., 2018). A study indicates the pollution sources of Buriganga rivers are both point and non-point, making the river water quality highly unhealthy from the perspective of aquatic ecosystems (Salman et al., 2018). Another study on the water quality assessment of the Buriganga river conducted by Md. Ashiqur Rahman et al. discussed the effect of different water quality parameters and concluded most of the parameters are not acceptable according to the allowable limit during both dry and wet seasons (M. A. Rahman & Al Bakri, 2010). Shaikh et al. studied 10 parameters for 10 different sampling stations of the Buriganga river to evaluate the water quality and found unsatisfactory results for each station (Sayed Ahammed et al., 2016). Also, there have been researches done on other peripheral rivers of Dhaka city regarding water quality assessment (Naushad Alam et al., n.d.; Nazma Sultana et al., 2019; A. Rahman et al., 2012).
One of the most important objectives of water quality assessment studies is assessing the seasonal variation which has been addressed in most of the previous works. Several government and international agencies reported four seasons in Bangladesh. Dry/Winter, Pre-Monsoon, Monsoon and Post-Monsoon seasons. Table 1-1 indicates the above-mentioned four seasons in different literature from government and international agencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season Name</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Month Span</th>
<th>Agency Names</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry/Winter</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>December-February</td>
<td>WARPO</td>
<td>(Ministry of Water Resource, 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Monsoon</td>
<td>3 months</td>
<td>March-May</td>
<td>BMD</td>
<td>(Khatun et al., n.d.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monsoon</td>
<td>4 months</td>
<td>June-September</td>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>(Country Profile Bangladesh, 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Monsoon</td>
<td>2 months</td>
<td>October-November</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>(Country Profile Bangladesh COUNTRY OVERVIEW, 2011)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But in contrast to these reports, several scholars have studied the water quality of rivers in Bangladesh mentioning different timespan for different seasons. For example, a study on water quality assessment of Sitalkhya river was conducted mentioning the seasonal variation of two seasons, dry and wet (Naushad Alam et al., n.d.). However, there was no specific month or duration mentioned about the seasonal span. Other studies were conducted in the peripheral rivers of Dhaka city, especially Buriganga and Turag, and most of them mentioned dry and wet seasons (Fatema et al., 2018; Kamal et al., 1999; A. Rahman et al., 2012; S. Rahman & Hossain, 2008). Some of them specified the seasonal span, for instance, Fatema et al. mentioned two seasons, dry (November – January) and wet (June – August) (Fatema et al., 2018) from which existence of a total of four seasons in Bangladesh can be inferred and these two seasons can be pre-monsoon and post-monsoon mentioned in the Development of an Assessment System to Evaluate the Ecological Status of Rivers in the Hindu Kush-Himalayan Region (ASSESS-HKH) project (Moog & Scientific Conference Rivers in the Hindu Kush-Himalaya - Ecology & Environmental Assessment 2008 Kathmandu; Dhulikhel, n.d.). In contrast, Rahman et al. mentioned in their study about seasons covering 12 months of the year – dry season (December to May) and the wet season (June to November) (A. Rahman et al., 2012). Another Study based on the Buriganga river mentioned three conventional seasons – summer, winter and autumn and specified the months (Sayed Ahammed et al., 2016). Since there is no specified seasonal span, these studies differed from each other, but all these studies concluded a generalized result that water quality highly depends on seasonal variation. In this current work, we are aiming to establish a seasonal variation in water quality in accordance with the national and international reports regarding the seasons.
Table 1-2 represents a summary of the parameters used in different studies along with their findings.

**Table 1-2: Parameters used in previous studies and their findings**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Name</th>
<th>Parameters Studied</th>
<th>No. of Sampling Stations and Seasons</th>
<th>Approach and Major Findings</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment of Pollution of the River Buriganga, Bangladesh, Using a Water Quality Model</strong></td>
<td>DO, BOD&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;, COD, NH&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;-N, NH&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;-N, E. Coli, Total Coliform, TSS, NO&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;-N, Orth.PO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;-P, Cr</td>
<td>Sampling was done in 1 Station during 1 Season (Dry)</td>
<td>Low DO and higher values of other parameters were found with an occasional rise to DO and low concentration of other parameters due to local rainfall and during the spring time period.</td>
<td>(Kamal et al., 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Investigation of Water Quality Parameters at Different Points in the Buriganga River, Bangladesh</strong></td>
<td>EC, TDS, Salinity, pH, DO, BOD, COD, Hardness, Acidity, Free CO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;, Alkalinity, Turbidity</td>
<td>Sampling was done in 8 Station during 1 Season (Dry)</td>
<td>High BOD, COD, EC, TDS, Salinity, Alkalinity and Turbidity with low DO indicating very critical water condition of river Buriganga.</td>
<td>(Akbor et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water Quality Assessment of the River Buriganga, Bangladesh</strong></td>
<td>Temperature, DO, pH, Conductivity, Phosphate, Mn, Fe, Pb, Cd</td>
<td>Sampling was done in 3 Station during 2 Season (Wet and Dry)</td>
<td>Significant temperature difference depends on the months, not on the sampling stations. Differences in pH, DO, Phosphate etc. are significant between dry and wet seasons.</td>
<td>(Fatema et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Water Quality Assessment of the Buriganga River, Dhaka, Bangladesh</strong></td>
<td>pH, Temperature, Alkalinity, Color, Turbidity, Chloride, Iron, BOD</td>
<td>Sampling was done in 4 Station</td>
<td>All the water quality parameters measured fall below the standard and acceptable reason. Parameter values change from Hazaribag to Postogola.</td>
<td>(Salman et al., 2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>A Study on Selected Water Quality Parameters along the River</strong></td>
<td>Temperature, pH, EC, DO, BOD, COD, PO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;-P, NH&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;-N, Pb, Cr</td>
<td>Sampling was done in 5 Station during 2 Season (Wet and Dry)</td>
<td>The observed DO was lower than the standard level for all sampling stations. Low DO could</td>
<td>(M. A. Rahman &amp; Al Bakri, 2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Paul Whitehead et al. (2018) and his team performed a baseline survey of water chemistry and total coliforms of the Turag-Tongi-Balu river system and showed DO close to zero in the dry season, high organic loading together with extreme levels of Ammonium-N and total coliform in the water (Whitehead et al., 2018). However, most of the studies are scattered, non-
comprehensive, dealing with several parameters and limited sites of the river. All these mentioned surface water quality assessment studies focused on a singular evaluation of parameters individually, no study was conducted to combine the important parameters and represent them as a single entity to evaluate water quality. These studies emphasized more insights, causes and consequences of river water pollution and thus, these studies could not reach the policymakers. In order to introduce long-term and effective river water management, focused and structured research is necessary to understand the actual condition of the study area (baseline). In order to recognize the Dhaka-based river water quality, a good source of data on the water quality is indispensable. Although the regular measurement of water quality parameters is a laborious job because of spatial and temporal variations of water environment quality along the river, it will provide a representative and reliable estimation of surface water quality. The long-term monitoring of many profiles with different reach would generate a large and complex database, which needs a good approach to interpretation (Kabir et al., 2022). To identify and mitigate the pollution source, the correct interpretation of the collected data is crucial. Moreover, random site selection of study areas is also an issue in water quality assessment. The geographical information system (GIS) is very helpful in evaluating the spatial distribution of water quality parameters over the study area (Oseke et al., 2021). The collected data can be analyzed by the application of different multivariate statistical techniques, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Cluster Analysis (CA), and multiple linear regression. These techniques assist in the interpretation of complex data matrices to better understand the water quality and ecological status of the studied systems, allow the identification of possible factors that influence water environment systems and offer a valuable tool for the reliable management of water resources. Assessment of river water quality or optimization of the monitoring procedure of river water is linked to clustering of sampling locations, river water quality parameters, identification of possible sources of pollution, or modeling the contribution of the identified sources to the formation of the total concentration of the monitored chemical tracers.

Most of the time, the research on water quality assessment fails due to the thousands of output information because water quality regulations and monitoring programs generate a vast number of multidimensional water quality parameter sets, pollution characteristics, and numerical data about various water sources that are understandable only to the scientists (Oketola et al., 2013). This information, however, should be beneficial to the authorities of the water sector in decision-making to restore the water quality. As a result, a technique known as the Water Quality Index (WQI) has been developed to solve this issue. The Water Quality Index is a quantitative representation that is used to determine the ecological health of a body of water. The purpose of the Water Quality Index is to categorize waters according to their physical, chemical, and biological attributes, thereby establishing their potential uses and controlling their allocation decisions (Pesce & Wunderlin, 2000). By providing a single dimensionless value, the WQI helps to reduce the multivariate nature of the data that describes the quality of water (Tharmar et al., 2022) and specify the impact of seasonal variation in water quality. Because of its generalized structure, it has been a popular choice since the 1960s when it was first introduced (M. G. Uddin et al., 2021). More than 35 WQI models have been developed or introduced by different countries or agencies for the assessment/evaluation of surface water quality till now (Abbasi & Abbasi, 2012a; Dadolahi-Sohrab et al., 2012; Kannel et al., 2007; Stoner et al., n.d.).
Thus, proper site selection, proper data collection, correct analysis of the collected data, and indicative results all should be a part of a river water quality assessment project. Otherwise, the research would be limited to the researcher only. In this research, a comprehensive study will be carried out to understand four main river water characteristics using ArcGIS, numerical Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and WQI analysis.

1.2 Research Motivation

The water quality of rivers, a vital component of urban ecosystems, plays a pivotal role in sustaining both environmental health and human well-being. Despite the undeniable importance of this subject, the current state of research on water quality in Dhaka-based rivers reveals several critical gaps that necessitate immediate attention and comprehensive investigation.

1) Lack of Sufficient Studies: One of the primary motivations for this research stems from the apparent lack of sufficient studies addressing the water quality of Dhaka-based rivers. Existing literature reveals a paucity of in-depth examinations into the multifaceted factors influencing water quality, highlighting the urgent need for a more thorough investigation.

2) Most of the Studies are Non-comprehensive: Existing studies on water quality in the region often fall short in providing a comprehensive analysis. Many have focused on a limited set of parameters, neglecting the intricate interplay of various factors that collectively define water quality. This research aims to address this limitation by adopting a more holistic approach, considering a broader spectrum of influential variables.

3) Dealt with a Vast Number of Parameters: Contrary to the non-comprehensive nature of some studies, others have attempted to tackle water quality by incorporating an extensive array of parameters. However, this approach, while well-intentioned, often leads to information overload and lacks a systematic method to distill the most crucial factors. Our research seeks to streamline this process through the application of Principal Component Analysis (PCA), providing a more nuanced understanding of the interrelationships among diverse parameters.

4) No Recommendations for Policy Makers: Despite numerous studies on water quality, a notable gap exists in translating research findings into actionable recommendations for policymakers. Our research aspires not only to identify areas of concern but also to offer concrete suggestions and guidelines for policymakers to formulate effective strategies for water quality management in the Dhaka region.

5) No Innovative Approach: The absence of an innovative approach in current studies underscores the need for novel methodologies that can offer fresh perspectives and insights. By integrating Principal Component Analysis into the establishment of a Water Quality Index (WQI), our research introduces an innovative framework, fostering a more sophisticated understanding of the complex dynamics influencing river water quality.

6) Development of a WQI for River Water: Finally, our research is motivated by the aspiration to develop a Water Quality Index (WQI) for Dhaka-based rivers. Inspired by the success of the Air Quality Index (AQI), which has become a widely accepted and accessible
tool, a similar metric for water quality is crucial for raising public awareness, aiding policymakers, and facilitating informed decision-making in the context of environmental management.

In summary, the identified gaps and limitations in existing research on water quality in Dhaka-based rivers underscore the significance of this study. By addressing these shortcomings and introducing an innovative approach, our research aims to contribute substantially to the understanding and management of water quality, with the ultimate goal of establishing a practical Water Quality Index for the region. Figure 1-3 points out the major motivation behind this research study.

*Figure 1-3: Motivation of the research project*
1.3 Research Objectives

The main objective of the research is to establish a comprehensive method to determine the Water Quality Index (WQI) for the Dhaka-based rivers. On a pilot basis, the research would concentrate on the selected reaches of the peripheral rivers of Dhaka city - Buriganga, Turag, Balu and Shitalakshya rivers.

The following specific objectives have been set to achieve the goal of this research work:

- To understand the baseline water quality parameters of the Buriganga, Turag, Balu and Shitalakshya rivers.
- To identify the most critical water quality parameters for the selected rivers using principal component analysis (PCA).
- To establish a method/approach, consistent with the internationally adopted approach, to calculate the water quality index (WQI) for the selected rivers.
- To categorize and classify the selected rivers considering seasonal variation and based on their respective WQI values.

1.4 Research Team Composition

This is a collaborative research project with the participation of the Department of Chemical Engineering (DChE), BUET and WARPO. BUET team consists of Principal Investigator, 2 Research Assistants and 1 professional with relevant background. WARPO team consists of 4 professionals with relevant backgrounds. The Research Team composition is shown in Table 1-3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Designation, Institution and Position in the Research Team</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prof. Dr. Md. Shahinoor Islam</td>
<td>Professor, DChE, BUET &amp; Principal Investigator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazi Saidur Rahman</td>
<td>Senior Scientific Officer, WARPO &amp; Principal Research Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Md. Al-Amin Kabir Bhuiyan</td>
<td>Scientific Officer, WARPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. M. Zoraf</td>
<td>Scientific Officer, WARPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuvro Bhowmick</td>
<td>Scientific Officer, WARPO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hridoy Roy</td>
<td>Lecturer, DChE, BUET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bimol Nath Roy</td>
<td>Research Assistant, DChE, BUET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foysal Mahmud</td>
<td>Research Assistant, DChE, BUET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1.5 Report Outlines

The first chapter includes the background of the research, objectives and organization of the report. This chapter describes the necessity of this research on national level. The research team composition is also described in this chapter.

The second chapter includes an extensive literature review which describes the concept of water quality analysis and different types of statistical approaches for water quality analysis. Moreover, an in-depth discussion on different statistical approaches for water quality analysis has been thoroughly analyzed.

The third chapter describes the basic theory and concept of basic statistics and linear algebra required for principal component analysis (PCA), factory analysis (FA), cluster analysis (CA), and time series analysis. In addition, a chronological discussion has been made which establishes the feasibility of PCA over other methods. Along with the theoretical understanding, this chapter also includes how to perform PCA in any data set.

The fourth chapter comprises the theories and literature reviews of water quality index (WQI). Overview of general model structure and most commonly used WQI models which are discussed briefly along with their evaluation process.

The fifth chapter includes the approaches and methodology of the study. The methodology comprises of site selection, data collection, ArcGIS modeling, sample testing and analysis, PCA and WQI development.

The sixth chapter mostly covers the progress of the research activities in line with the work plan. This chapter also includes the agreement signing, field visit and sample collection images, future work plan and activity schedule. The last chapter includes the references. And the final part of the report is the appendices which include the research proposal, terms of references, sampling sites etc.
Chapter 2: Water Quality Analysis (WQA): Theoretical and Statistical Approaches

2.1 What is Water Quality Analysis

Water quality analysis (WQA), also called hydrochemical analysis, is the assessment and evaluation of the physical, chemical, and biological properties of water to determine its overall quality and appropriateness for specific uses. It includes the collection, measurement, and interpretation of numerous parameters and indicators to evaluate the safety level of the water sources. Water quality analysis is crucial for a variety of reasons, including human health, environmental impact, regulatory compliance, industrial and agricultural processes, early prediction of potential pollutions, etc. Contaminants such as bacteria, viruses, heavy metals, pesticides, and chemical pollutants can have adverse effects on human health as well as industrial operations (Chowdhary et al., 2020). Water quality analysis helps to identify and quantify these contaminants to assess the potential risks associated with water consumption. Industrial wastewater discharges, agricultural runoff after pesticide and fertilizer usage, and improper municipal solid waste disposal can introduce toxic elements into water bodies, leading to ecological imbalances and danger to aquatic life (Garg et al., 2022). Industries and agricultural activities often require a significant amount of water usage. In industries, substandard water quality may cause product and safety hazards resulting in extreme economic loss. Water quality analysis is therefore crucial in these sectors to ensure that the water used is suitable for specific processes, such as manufacturing, irrigation, or livestock consumption. WQA helps identify any potential issues that could affect the efficiency of industrial processes or harm agricultural productivity. Governments and regulatory bodies enforce water quality regulations and guidelines to safeguard public health, the ecosystem, and the climate. Regular monitoring and analysis help identify potential violations and ensure maintaining water quality within acceptable limits. Improvement in water management and pollution control requires accurate predictions of water quality. A lack of information management contributes to the occurrence of numerous water pollution incidents. Therefore, the results of WQA help inform decision-making regarding water treatment, resource management, pollution control, and environmental conservation.

Water quality analysis starts with different laboratory testing and field measurements. Analytical techniques employed in water quality analysis include spectrophotometry (Hudson et al., 2008), chromatography (Kasiske et al., 1978), titration (Belle-Oudry, 2008),...
microbiological assays (Bonadonna et al., 2019), and molecular techniques (Girones et al., 2010). Figure 2-1 shows the general flow diagram of the WQA process (Roy, 2018).

Water quality indicators consist of physical (Duclos Alegue & Gnauck, 2006; Huey & Meyer, 2010; Pinto et al., 2013; Toming et al., 2016; Uthicke et al., 2012), chemical (Kannel et al., 2007; Maskooni et al., 2020; Sánchez et al., 2007; Ustaoğlu et al., 2020), and biological (Akay & Dalkıran, 2020; Al-Afify et al., 2019; Bigham et al., 2019; Summers & Summers, 2020) variables that provide explicit signals about the status and changes of the water system. The evaluation of these indicators is done through field monitoring of water bodies that provide important data for identifying water quality trends, providing relevant water authorities with information on water quality, and recommending future actions. Several essential freshwater quality indicators are provided in Table 2-1.

**Table 2-1: Types of Water Quality Parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Indicators</th>
<th>Chemical Indicators</th>
<th>Biological Indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>pH</td>
<td>Escherichia coli (E. coli)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspended Solids</td>
<td>Dissolved Oxygen</td>
<td>Coliforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbidity</td>
<td>Electrical Conductivity</td>
<td>Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar Radiation</td>
<td>Nutrients</td>
<td>Aquatic Macroinvertebrates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color</td>
<td>Heavy Metal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Physical indicators, e.g., temperature can be useful in measuring the degree of hotness or coldness of water, which can affect the solubility of substances and influence aquatic organisms (Bozorg-Haddad et al., 2021). Turbidity indicates the clarity or cloudiness of water caused by suspended particles, which can affect light penetration and restrain photosynthesis in the bottom layer of water bodies (Donald et al., 2019). Color can be useful as an indicator for the visual appearance of water, which can be influenced by natural substances or contaminants. The acidity or alkalinity of water is measured using a chemical indicator, such as pH. The solubility of minerals and the survival of aquatic organisms are both impacted by it, making it crucial. Conductivity, on the other hand, provides an estimate of its dissolved ion content and salinity. Dissolved Oxygen (DO) determines the amount of oxygen available in water to support aquatic life. Low DO concentrations may represent pollution or an excess of organic matter (Cooper, 1993). Certain levels of nitrogen, phosphorus, and other nutrients can promote excessive plant growth (eutrophication) and cause water quality issues. Biologically accessible nutrients and hazardous chemicals in excess can result in a number of disorders, e.g., toxic algal blooms, oxygen depletion, fish mortality, biodiversity loss, and the devastation of aquatic plant beds (Anderson et al., 2021). Again, effluents from municipal, agricultural, and industrial streams may contain harmful heavy metals such as lead (Pb), chromium (Cr), nickel (Ni), cadmium (Cd), iron (Fe), arsenic (As), and mercury (Hg) (Khan et al., 2023). Total Coliforms and Escherichia coli (E. coli) are biological indicators that suggest the potential presence of harmful pathogens in water. Aquatic Macroinvertebrates examine the diversity and abundance of small organisms living in water bodies that can provide insights into the overall ecological health and water quality. Globally, microbial indicators have been used to determine if a water body has been contaminated by human refuse. Typically, microorganisms found in high concentrations in human feces are utilized. In the United States, the most common indicators are total coliform, fecal coliform, Escherichia coli, and enterococci (Shibata et al., 2004).

It is particularly noteworthy that the specific indicators analyzed can differ based on the desired application of water (e.g., water for drinking, recreational purposes, industrial usage) and the regulatory standards applicable in a particular region. Therefore, water quality analysis often involves multiple indicators to obtain an accurate picture and extensive understanding of water quality and detect probable issues or origin of pollution.

2.2 Different Approaches for WQA

The most important natural resource is water. Accepting the significance and scarcity of resources required to meet biological needs and support all forms of economic and growth activity is of the utmost importance. One of the crucial concerns in the management of water resources is water quality. Water can be classified into two groups depending on the source: one is the groundwater, and another is the surface water. A variety of contaminants, including heavy metals, pesticides, fertilizers, toxic chemicals, and oils, may present as a result of domestic, industrial, and agricultural operations, which could result in the contamination of water (Omer & Omer, 2019). According to Swamee and Tyagee (2007) (Swamee & Tyagi, 2007), there are several metrics for each of the three major categories for assessing water quality - physical, chemical, and biological. By field monitoring of rivers, these three categories are evaluated. This information is used to identify patterns, notify water authorities about the
quality of the water, and suggest future courses of action. The normal method of conducting this assessment is to consider the planned applications, human health, and natural water quality (Gazzaz et al., 2012; Pesce & Wunderlin, 2000). Water quality could be evaluated either spatially or temporally, as per Rosemond et al. (2009). However, measuring the various water quality indicators and comparing the measured values to threshold values are two essential components of water quality assessment. The threshold value denotes the maximum or minimum variable concentration that is safe for consumption by the general public.

Researchers have been focused on hydrochemical analysis in various ways for decades. The Piper diagram has been widely used to examine the groundwater facies in order to advance study on topics like disclosing the evolution of phreatic water and comprehending the hydrochemical properties as well as the mechanism of groundwater production (Wang et al., 2019; Qingchun Yang et al., 2016). Traditionally, hydrochemical evaluation of groundwater was based on laboratory study, but for the last 20 years, geosciences research has been conducted in a variety of domains utilizing geospatial approaches, which have the advantage of monitoring and integrating many thematic levels with ease, precision, and on time (Ali & Ali, 2013; Ali & Pirasteh, 2004). Ahmad Ali et al. (2017) (Ali & Ali, 2018) analyzed the chemical variations in groundwater under diverse natural and anthropogenic activities, including the spatial distribution of hydrochemical parameters. The adequacy of groundwater quality for future domestic, agricultural, industrial, and drinking uses was also examined in this study. Basic techniques in hydrochemical research for compiling and presenting data on water quality include graphical and numerical interpretations. There are a large number of methods for categorization, correlation, analysis, and illustration (Sharma et al., 2012; A. K. Singh et al., 2008). In the past, water quality reports were generated using trend analysis utilizing a single variable on particular sample locations. Trend analysis can be done using both parametric and nonparametric tests.

Since the 1960s, water quality indices (WQIs) have been used as a technique to assess the condition of river water quality. WQI has grown in importance and popularity as a vital and widely used tool for evaluating the water quality of water bodies around the world, particularly rivers, due to its simplicity of use and scientific foundation. Since the introduction of the WQI idea, numerous scholars have created and developed numerous indices. Additionally, WQIs have been seen as a crucial component of broader environmental or natural resource indices such as the Environmental Performance Index (EPI 2010) (2010 ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE INDEX, n.d.). Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment Water Quality Index (2001) and Oregon Index (Dhany Sutadian et al., n.d.) are the widely used indices for the purpose. The study of water quality has given considerable attention to the use of various multivariate statistical techniques, such as cluster analysis (CA), principal component analysis (PCA), factor analysis (FA), and discriminant analysis (DA), which can assist in the interpretation of complex data matrices to better understand the water quality and ecological status of the studied systems and allow the identification of potential factors/sources that influence water quality (Q. Yang et al., 2015; Qingchun Yang et al., 2015)
2.3 Different Statistical Approaches for WQA

Water quality data usually involves a large number of measurements. These data serve as a foundation for plant operation, modeling the process, treatment planning, and economic assessments. In national and global contexts, there is a growing demand for methods to integrate several water quality-related variables into a single index. Globally, many scientific methods have been used to assess and monitor water quality. For detecting the origins of physical and chemical features and their associations, as well as disseminating information about the overall quality of the water, multivariate statistical techniques have recently gained popularity (Kazi et al., 2009). Multiple authors have incorporated water quality variables into indices, formally known as WQI. Increasingly, computational methods based on artificial intelligence have been applied to environmental problems with inherent uncertainties and subjectivities (Li et al., 2019). However, conducting different statistical analyses on the same data may significantly increase the statistical power and acceptance of the method.

Even though many WQIs have been designed, there is no widely accepted way to carry out the WQI development process globally (Dhany Sutadian et al., n.d.). Many researchers found it ambiguous to define WQI and convey it in a concise and unified manner. Due to the multifaceted nature of the elements or indicators that affect water quality and their wide range of value, this challenge became prominent. Since having several measurements in the data may affect the prediction and accuracy, popular multivariate statistical techniques, e.g., principal component analysis (PCA), factor analysis (FA), cluster analysis (CA), and time series analysis are widely used to group the important variables and are reviewed in this study.

2.3.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA is predominantly used to identify trends and patterns in a complex dataset by converting a set of potentially correlated observations into an entirely novel set of linearly uncorrelated variables, known as principal components. PCA is primarily employed for exploratory data analysis and the development of models for forecasting (Jollife & Cadima, 2016). It aims to explain as much variance as possible with the lowest possible number of principal components while maintaining a minimum information loss (Zou et al., 2006). When there are countless predictors in relation to the number of data, PCA has the potential to scale down the number of factors significantly (Chan et al., 2022).

In terms of mathematics, PCA consists of the following five main steps: (1) ensure that all of the measures are given the same weight in the statistical evaluation, defining the elements \( x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_p \) with zero means and unit variance, (2) estimating the covariance matrix \( C \), (3) determining the eigenvalues \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \ldots, \lambda_P \) and the associated eigenvectors \( a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_P \), (4) discarding elements that merely contribute a minor amount to the variance in the datasets, and (5) developing the factor loading matrix to determine the principal parameters (Chauhan & Sharma, 2003).

In terms of mathematics, PCA consists of the following five main steps: (1) ensure that all of the measures are given the same weight in the statistical evaluation, defining the elements \( x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots, x_p \) with zero means and unit variance, (2) estimating the covariance matrix \( C \), (3) determining the eigenvalues \( \lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3, \ldots, \lambda_P \) and the associated eigenvectors \( a_1, a_2, a_3, \ldots, a_P \), (4) discarding elements that merely contribute a minor amount to the variance in the datasets, and (5) developing the factor loading matrix to determine the principal parameters (Chauhan & Sharma, 2003).

PCA is the most basic form of multivariate analysis based on true eigenvectors (McGarigal et al., 2000). It has a close relation to factor analysis, which is related to canonical correlation analysis (CCA) (Matthew et al., 1994). PCA defines a new orthogonal coordinate system that
optimally describes the variance in a single dataset, whereas CCA defines coordinate systems that optimally describe the cross-covariance between two datasets. Recent years have seen the application of the PCA model to a wide range of sustainability problems, such as the assessment of groundwater quality monitoring, pollution source determination in ambient soil and air, heavy metal detection, climate change analysis, etc. (Olsen et al., 2012; Ying Ouyang, 2005).

Ouyang et al. (2006) analyzed river water quality using PCA to assess seasonal correlations along the main stem in Florida, United States (Y. Ouyang et al., 2006). PCA and FA were conducted using statistical analysis system (SAS) software. Results from the analysis indicated that the importance of any water quality indicator, e.g., temperature, total alkalinity, color, and BOD depends significantly on the particular season, except dissolved organic content (DOC) and conductance. Bengraïne and Marhaba (2006) demonstrated the usage of PCA to identify the components linked to the variations in hydrochemistry using 19 independent parameters in the Passaic river, New Jersey (Bengraïne & Marhaba, 2003). PCA was used since the units or the variables differ substantially in this study. Moreover, to solve the issue of variables loading substantially on one or more of the axes, a varimax rotation was also carried out in that study.

2.3.2 Factor Analysis (FA)

FA is a statistical technique used to investigate the latent factors or dimensions underlying a data set. It is similar to PCA, but it concentrates on identifying the common factors that explain the correlations between observed variables, as opposed to maximizing variance. The FA can be expressed as the following equation (S. K. Singh et al., 2016).

\[ Z_{ji} = af_{1i}f_{1i} + af_{2i}f_{2i} + af_{3i}f_{3i} + \cdots + af_{mi}f_{mi} + e_{fi} \]

Where \( Z_{ji} \) is the component score, \( a \) is the component loading, \( f \) is the factor score, \( e \) is the residual term accounting for errors or other sources of variation, \( i \) is the sample number and \( m \) is the total number of variables.

The primary objective of factor analysis is to reduce the contribution of insignificant variables in order to further consolidate the data structure generated by PCA (Wunderlin et al., 2001). FA assumes that the observed variables are influenced by a smaller number of latent factors, which are not explicitly observable but can be inferred from the intercorrelation patterns between the observed variables. The objective of factor analysis is to identify these latent factors and comprehend their contribution to the observed data. The applications of PCA and PFA in environmental management and protection research were greatly illuminated by recent works (Y. Ouyang et al., 2006).

2.3.3 Cluster Analysis (CA)

Similar to factor analysis, cluster analysis also groups the data or variables into homogeneous clusters and after getting clusters, the correlation between homogeneous clusters can be identified. The hydrogeochemical parameters are first categorized using cluster analysis based
on their average likeness. Typically, the analysis uses the squared Euclidean distance and Ward's linkage approach (Bu et al., 2020).

### 2.3.4 Time Series Analysis

Analyzing water quality data collected over different time domains, time series analysis is applied. A time series is a collection of data points that are usually recorded at regular intervals over a period of measurements. It examines patterns, trends, and seasonality in the data and can identify long-term or periodic changes. It is possible to analyze and interpret temporal patterns in water quality parameters using techniques such as autocorrelation analysis, moving averages, and seasonal decomposition.

The monthly variance of water quality standards was utilized by Parmar and Bhardwaj (2014) to compare statistical parameters, e.g., mean, median, mode, standard deviation, kurtosis, skewness, and coefficient of variation (Parmar & Bhardwaj, 2014). Tan et al. (2012) studied the least squares support vector machine LS-SVM algorithm to build a nonlinear time series forecasting model to predict water quality (Tan et al., 2012). Figure 2-2 shows the framework for the LS-SVM approach, which was adopted to have a high prediction accuracy and to be better suitable for small sample sizes in real-time water quality data forecasts.

*Figure 2-2: Implementation framework for prediction of water quality*

---

### 2.4 Why is principal component analysis superior?

The quality of water has been analyzed by different researchers using various parameters. Quality, however, is a general phrase that is difficult to define using precise data. For instance, good quality water cannot simply be defined as having a pH value of 7.0 or higher (Mahapatra et al., 2012). Monitoring any potential increasing or declining trends in water quality is therefore essential to understand how the quality of the water is changing. In order to accomplish this, the responsible parties should be involved in implementing suitable monitoring programs that include all necessary criteria to identify the natural and anthropogenic mechanisms regulating water quality (Benkov et al., 2023). A better understanding of the condition of the environment can be obtained by characterizing the spatial variation and source allocation of water quality measures, which can also assist policymakers in setting priorities for sustainable water management (Huang et al., 2010). To accurately assess WQI, it is important to determine which parameters are appropriate. According to agency guidelines like the World Health Organization (WHO) (2006), physical, chemical, and biological indicators are typically used to determine the quality of water. These indicators
include pH, electrical conductivity (EC), total dissolved solids (TDS), total suspended solids (TSS), hardness, turbidity, and contaminant concentrations.

PCA is a well-established statistical method for the investigation of water quality (Acquavita et al., 2015; Navarro et al., 2010; Platikanov et al., 2014) by analysis of obtained observed data. It is a statistical tool for data reduction that can be used to evaluate controls on groundwater composition, interpret observed relationships between variables, and produce simpler relationships that put insight into the underlying structure of the variables. It can also be used to aggregate the effects of many variables into a small subset of factors (Liu et al., 2003). By analyzing the primary sources of data variation, the latent factors (principal components) generated by the original variables (the water quality indicators) are used to interpret the data (“Principal Component Analysis for Special Types of Data,” 2002). With the least amount of original data loss possible, PCA offers information on the important parameters (K. P. Singh et al., 2004).

The original variables are combined in weighted linear combinations to form the principal components (PCs). PC gives data on the most important factors that describe the entire dataset and allows for data reduction with the least amount of original information lost (Filik Iscen et al., 2008).

In a recent study by Ersan Batuar et al. (2021) (Batur & Maktav, 2019) the findings of multiple linear regression (MLR), artificial neural network (ANN), and support vector machines (SVM) data mining methods were compared with those obtained using PCA-based response surface regression (RSR) approach for calculating surface water quality parameters. The investigation proved that the PCA-based RSR method is more accurate at estimating lake water quality parameters than MLR, ANN, and SVM data mining models. In 2008, T.G. Kazi et al. showed the origins or variables that cause changes in water quality were found using PCA (Kazi et al., 2009). In their studies of the regional variability of surface water quality and source apportionment, Shrestha and Kazama (Shrestha & Kazama, 2007), Huang et al. (Huang et al., 2010), and Juahir et al. (2011) (Juahir et al., 2011) divided the analyzed water bodies into three categories: High pollution site (HP), Sites with moderate pollution (MP) and low pollution (LP).

PCA aids in the analysis of complicated data matrices so that the water quality and ecological status of the system under study can be better understood. These technologies make it easier to identify potential water quality influencing elements, and they can help with dependable water resource management as well as rapid pollution problem solutions (Adams et al., 2001).
Chapter 3: Principal Component Analysis (PCA): Theory and Literature

3.1 Introduction

Various multivariate statistical methods are used for extracting important and concerning data. In the case of establishing a water quality index – Cluster Analysis (CA), Factor Analysis (FA), Principal Component Analysis (PCA), etc., are used to reveal the relationships within the dataset. The application of PCA in WQI is to reveal “hidden” factors controlling water quality (Franco et al., 2021; Kumar et al., 2022; Subramanian & Baskar, 2022). One of the major drawbacks of water quality assessment is that handling large datasets and interpreting large datasets is often difficult (Jolliffe & Cadima, 2016). Thus, dimensionality reduction in a way such that interpreting the dataset is much easier is what we are looking for. Among various tools and techniques, PCA is the oldest and the most widely used one to deal with this situation (Jolliffe & Cadima, 2016). PCA identifies new variables, the principal components, which are linear combinations of the original variables (Ringnér, 2008). PCA can be used to reduce dimensionality by preserving most of the information that is required in water quality assessment studies to accurately evaluate the water quality.

3.2 Theory Behind PCA

For understanding PCA, basic knowledge of linear algebra and statistics is important (Ringnér, 2008). To understand the basic method of performing PCA, the following statistical concepts and some basic theories of linear algebra are discussed.

3.2.1 Basic Statistics Behind PCA

Understanding or having insights about three statistical variables that describe the trend in the dataset would help to get the idea of PCA. These three variables are – a) the mean, b) the variance and c) the covariance.

a) The mean: The mean defines the middle of the data or the average value per sample of the data. Mathematically,

\[ \bar{S} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i \]

Where \( n \) is the number of elements in the set \( S \) and \( \bar{S} \) is the mean value of \( S \).

b) The variance: Variance represents the spread of the data. Higher variance means a higher range of datasets. For the dataset \( S \) with \( n \) elements, variance can be expressed as –
$Var(S) = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (S_i - \bar{S})^2$

Note that, $n - 1$ is used for sample data while $n$ is used for the whole population. The following illustration describes the variance in a graphical way. Both the dataset have the same mean but the dataset with higher variance is more spread.

c) The covariance: covariance defines the degree of codependence of two variables. If two variables are X and Y, then the covariance of X and Y is given by –

$Cov(X, Y) = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - \bar{X})(Y_i - \bar{Y})$

Now, for the covariance of X with itself,

$Cov(X, X) = \frac{1}{n-1} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - \bar{X})(X_i - \bar{X}) = Var(X)$

With these statistical insights, we proceed to the next section.

### 3.2.2 Basic Linear Algebra Behind PCA

Now that we know what the required statistical ideas are, we need to use them in our system. We have used the one-dimensional array or data to explain the statistical concepts. But in real life, datasets are made of different samples and parameters. Most of the time, 2D arrays are used which is also applicable for water quality assessments. There will be different samples that will be analyzed to determine different water quality parameters. Thus, we have to deal
with 2D arrays or what we can call matrices. Suppose we have \( m \) number of parameters for each sample and \( n \) number of samples. If we build a dataset of all the values, then the dataset will look like the following:

\[
D = \begin{bmatrix}
D_{11} & D_{12} & \ldots & D_{1n} \\
D_{21} & D_{22} & \ldots & D_{2n} \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
D_{m1} & D_{m2} & \ldots & D_{mn}
\end{bmatrix} = [D_{ij}]
\]

where, \( D_{ij} \) represents the \( i \)th parameter of the \( j \)th sample and \( D \) is the dataset. Now if we think about applying the statistical concepts in this dataset for each parameter we will have,

\[
\bar{D}_i = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} D_{ij}
\]

where, \( \bar{D}_i \) is the mean of \( i \)th parameter. The covariance of taking any two of the parameters can be expressed as:

\[
Cov(D) = \frac{1}{n} DD^T
\]

where, \( D^T \) is the transpose of matrix \( D \). \( Cov(D) \) is called the covariance matrix of \( D \) having a dimension of \( m \times m \) and is given by,

\[
Cov(D) = \begin{bmatrix}
Cov(D_1,D_1) & Cov(D_1,D_2) & \ldots & Cov(D_1,D_m) \\
Cov(D_2,D_1) & Cov(D_2,D_2) & \ldots & Cov(D_2,D_m) \\
\vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\
Cov(D_m,D_1) & Cov(D_m,D_2) & \ldots & Cov(D_m,D_m)
\end{bmatrix} = [Cov(D_p,D_q)]
\]

where, \( Cov(D_p,D_q) \) is the covariance of \( p \)th and \( q \)th parameter.

Now that we have implemented the statistical concepts in the matrix system, we need basic insights into eigenvectors and eigenvalues, the two most important concepts of linear algebra. Eigenvectors are those which does not change direction in any transformation. For any square matrix \( A \), there will be

\[
Ax = \lambda x
\]

Where \( \lambda \) is a scaler and \( x \) is a vector. Here, multiplying a matrix by a vector produces the same result as multiplying a scalar by that vector. The scaler value \( \lambda \) is called the eigenvalue and the vector \( x \) associated with \( \lambda \) is called the eigenvector. Different eigenvectors are found for different eigenvalues. Now, it can be written that,

\[
Ax - \lambda x = 0
\]

\[
Ax - \lambda Ix = 0
\]

where \( I \) is the identity matrix. Thus,
and solving this equation for \( \lambda \) will determine the eigenvalues and using the first equation, eigenvectors can be determined. With these insights on statistics and linear algebra, we can proceed to perform PCA for any dataset.

### 3.2.3 Performing PCA

As mentioned before, a matrix \( D \) with \( m \times n \) dimension is taken. Performing PCA includes the following steps –

1. Determine the mean of each parameter/variable of the matrix \( D \).
   
   \[
   \bar{D}_i = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{n} D_{ij}
   \]

2. Subtract the corresponding mean of any parameter from each row. A new matrix \( D' \) will be found which will be called a shifted data matrix. This is done to standardize the data. \( D' \) can be expressed as,
   
   \[
   D' = [D_1 - \bar{D}_1 \quad D_2 - \bar{D}_2 \quad ... \quad D_m - \bar{D}_m]
   \]

3. Calculate the covariance matrix, \( C \) for \( D' \)
   
   \[
   C = \frac{1}{n} D'D'^T
   \]

4. Calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix, \( C \)

5. Check for length of eigenvector, eigenvector should be of unit length.
   
   
   \[
   \text{length} = \sqrt{\text{sum of the square of the elements of eigenvectros}}
   \]
   
   if \( \text{length} \neq 1 \), then rescale them with the following expression,
   
   \[
   \text{Scaled element} = \frac{\text{original element}}{\text{length}}
   \]

6. Place the eigenvectors side by side with the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue to the left and the descending.
   
   \[
   W = [e_1 \quad e_2 \quad ... \quad ...]
   \]

where, \( e_1 \) is the largest eigenvalue.
7. Transpose the obtained matrix $W$ and express the data in new rotated coordinate by,

$$D_{\text{PCA}} = W^T D'$$

The coordinate transformation that we generated with this method has rotated the axes so that the first coordinate axis lines up with the data in such a way that most of the variation is in that coordinate. The data were correlated in the original coordinates, but they are not correlated in the new rotated coordinates. The aim of PCA is to derive a new set of coordinates for the data that are uncorrelated and that are in the order of the degree of variation in that coordinate. How many of the new coordinates (also called components) are kept is an arbitrary choice; however, the intention is to keep only enough components to capture the essence of the data. A typical method of selecting the components to keep is to sum all of the eigenvalues and then keep only those components with the largest eigenvalues, which sum up to no less than 90% of the total. This is done because the larger the eigenvalue, the greater the amount of variation of the data in the direction of the corresponding eigenvector. In PCA, we choose to keep only those components that carry most of the variation of the data.
Chapter 4: Water Quality Index: Theory and Literature

4.1 Introduction

Evaluating water quality involves the collection and analysis of large datasets consisting of a large number of water quality parameters that can be difficult and create ambiguity in water quality assessment. Thus, researchers came up with the idea of the Water Quality Index (WQI) which can be used to measure the combined influence of numerous water quality parameters (Pesce & Wunderlin, 2000). In general, WQI is a grading system for comparing water from different sources (Stoner et al., n.d.). WQI models were established to analyze natural and artificial activities based on fundamental groundwater chemistry markers. WQI can also assess the quality of river water in general as well as in terms of its intended use for drinking, recreation, aquatic, agriculture, etc. (Al-Shujairi, 2013).

4.2 Overview of Water Quality Index Modeling

Modeling of WQI can be categorized into four main steps (Abrahão et al., 2007; Lumb et al., 2011; Sutadian et al., 2018), namely –

1. Selection of water quality parameters that are most important for evaluating water quality
2. Sub-indexing the water quality parameters for making a unitless comparison between the parameters
3. Weighting the water quality parameters based on the significance of the water quality
4. Using an aggregating function to determine the WQI by aggregating the sub-indices into a single value

Although some models have been developed with fewer steps, most of the models considered these four steps. The general model structure for developing WQI models is illustrated in Figure 4-1.
4.2.1 Parameter Selection

Parameter selection is a rudimentary step for modeling WQI for any given instance. Parameters selection can be executed based on the availability of data, expert opinion or the environmental significance of a water quality parameter. WQI has been modeled with as high as 26 parameters such as in the Bascaron Index and Dojildo Index (Koçer & Sevgili, 2014; M. G. Uddin et al., 2021), but most of the models deal with 8 to 11 parameters. However, models such as CCME-WQI were developed considering only 4 parameters (CCME WATER QUALITY INDEX USER’S MANUAL 2017 UPDATE, 2017). Many of the researchers did not include some parameters, for example, suspended solids, microbiological contamination in their model because of high analytical cost and limited analytical laboratory facilities (Ma et al., 2020; Naubi et al., 2016). Galal et al. reported that in most of the developed WQI models the Delphi
technique was followed to select the water quality parameters based on gathering expert opinions by interviewing or surveying (M. G. Uddin et al., 2021). The Delphi technique, developed by Dalkey and Helmer in the 1950s is a widely acknowledged method for selecting important opinions of one’s interest from a vast set of options available generally by using questionnaires to collect data from an expert panel (Hsu & Sandford, 2019). However, some critics suggest that this technique produces data uncertainty and low model accuracy (Goodman, 1987; Linstone, 1985). Generally, there are no specific rules for selecting water quality parameters to include in the WQI modeling. Recently, statistical approaches have been taken to select water quality parameters and in the field of water quality assessments (Benkov et al., 2023; Tharmar et al., 2022). A statistical approach for selecting water quality parameters that will be followed in this study is principal component analysis (PCA). Recent studies on water quality assessment suggest that PCA can be a better tool to use for evaluating surface water quality (G. Uddin et al., 2022). As there are a copious amount of variables available for evaluating water quality, the relationship among the variables is supposed to give better interpretations than the variables themselves. Also, PCA can be used to find out the dominant variables and their impact on the water quality (Tharmar et al., 2022). By this method, a minimum number of useful parameters can be selected to include in the WQI model with higher efficiency compared to the number of parameters. Lowering the number of parameters is important due to the time consumption for determining all the parameters analytically and economically.

4.2.2 Sub-indexing

Parameters for evaluating water quality assessment are immensely disparate in the unit. Thus, sub-indexing is done to get rid of the units and make all the parameters comparable in one format. Most of the model uses standard guideline values to achieve sub-indices (Abbasi & Abbasi, 2012a; Liou et al., 2004). However, some of the models, for example, CCME-WQI skipped this step and worked with the aggregating function directly (CCME WATER QUALITY INDEX USER’S MANUAL 2017 UPDATE, 2017).

There are several ways for sub-indexing. The most used sub-indexing method is the linear interpolated function where parameters are converted according to their water quality standard value from 0 to 100 (Effendi et al., 2015; Lobato et al., 2015) with the help of any given equation or graphical representation. However, models such as the Horton index and Said index use the measured parameter concentration directly as the sub-index which is the simplest way to do so. Another way of sub-indexing is using rated curving functions used in MRWQI and OWQI (Gazzaz et al., 2012; Hasan et al., 2015). This method is also based on the water quality parameter standard guideline values imposed by the legal authorities. Rather than taking a linear relation, this method takes logarithmic or non-linear regression to achieve sub-indices.

4.2.3 Parameter Weighting

The main purpose of this step is to apply the relative importance of the water quality parameters (Sarkar & Abbasi, 2006). Most of the models uses an unequal weighting technique where in
some of the models, the total sum of all the parameter weight is equal to 1. Some models, for example – the Horton index and Bascaran Index use integer value of the parameter weight causing the total sum to be greater than 1. A model such as OWQI uses equal weight for all the parameters. However, the CCME-WQI model does not require parameter weighting to evaluate WQI. The analytical hierarchy process (AHP) method, developed by Thomas Satty, is a decision-making technique that can be an effective method for evaluating parameter weighting (M. G. Uddin et al., 2021). This method can reduce uncertainty and give a better accuracy of the weighting process which can be found with AHP (Sutadian et al., 2017).

### 4.2.4 Aggregating Function

The final process of modeling WQI is the aggregating process. It is used to aggregate all the sub-indices into a single index for evaluating water quality (Dhany Sutadian et al., n.d.). This single index is called the WQI. There are different aggregating functions to achieve this step. These are discussed below –

i. Additive function: The additive aggregation function is one of the simplest ways for aggregating the sub-indices used in several models. The additive function can be expressed as –

\[
WQI = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i S_i
\]

Where, \( S_i \) is the sub-index of the \( i^{th} \) parameter and \( w_i \) is the parameter weight value. This method has a major issue called ‘eclipsing,’ which means that the final index value does not represent the whole scenario (Dhany Sutadian et al., n.d.). Rather, it is dominated by the larger values of the sub-indices and neglect relatively lower values. There are variations in the additive function. Some models used the modified additive function which can be expressed as (Bordalo et al., 2006; Carvalho et al., 2011) –

\[
WQI = \frac{1}{100} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i \right)^2
\]

\[
WQI = \frac{1}{100} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i w_i \right)^2
\]

Where, \( S_i \) is the sub-index of the \( i^{th} \) parameter and \( w_i \) is the parameter weight value. Another modified form of additive function is proposed by Bascaron (Dhany Sutadian et al., n.d.) and adopted and modified by some other models (Pesce & Wunderlin, 2000; Sánchez et al., 2007). In this function, the total value of final aggregation is divided by the total weight, i.e., the sum of the weights of the parameters. This modified function is expressed as –

\[
WQI = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} C_i P_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} P_i}
\]
Where, $C_i$ is the sub-index of the $i^{th}$ parameter called the normalization factor and $P_i$ is the parameter weight value. If a total weight of 1 is taken, then this equation becomes identical to the primary additive function.

ii. Multiplicative function: Another common aggregation function suggested by Brown and later included in the different models (Almeida et al., 2012; Devendra Swaroop Bhargave & Asce, 1985) is the multiplicative function which can be expressed as follows –

$$WQI = \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i^w$$

Ambiguity arises in this method when the parameter weight is close to zero (Liou et al., 2004). Then this method fails to provide the actual water quality.

iii. Minimum operator function: The minimum aggregating method considers the minimum sub-index as the final WQI.

$$WQI = \text{Min}(S_1, S_2, S_3, \ldots, S_n)$$

This method omits the eclipsing and ambiguity problem but fails to provide an overall composite picture of water quality (Swamee & Tyagi, 2000).

iv. Combined function: Liou et al. proposed a combined model for aggregating functions to avoid eclipsing and ambiguity problems (Liou et al., 2004). This aggregating function was proposed for evaluating river status and expressed as –

$$WQI = C_{\text{temp}} C_{pH} C_{tox} \left[ \left( \sum_{i=1}^{l} I_i w_i \right) \times \left( \sum_{j=1}^{m} I_i w_i \right) \times \left( \sum_{k=1}^{n} I_i w_i \right) \right]^{1/3}$$

Here, $C_{\text{temp}}$, $C_{pH}$ and $C_{tox}$ are the three scaling factors which are the sub-indices for temperature, pH and toxicity, respectively. In this study, the results from the principal component analysis were used and the results were clustered into three groups. At first, the variables found from PCA are aggregated in the additive method for each principal component. Then the geometric mean is taken and finally, WQI is determined by a multiplicative function with three scaling factors and aggregated indices.

v. The square root of the harmonic mean function: Another proposed aggregating function is the square root of the harmonic mean function (Cude, 2001; Dojlido et al., 1994). This function can be expressed as –

$$WQI = \sqrt[n]{\frac{1}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i^2}}$$
Where, $S_i$ is the sub-index of $i^{th}$ parameter. A study by Swamee and Tyagi (Swamee & Tyagi, 2000) stated that this aggregation method might cause a problem where all the sub-indices are acceptable but the overall index is not.

vi. Unique linear/non-linear aggregating function: Said et al. suggested a new aggregating function that deals directly with the parameter value of some preselected parameters and sub-indexing is not required (Said et al., 2004). The WQI equation is proposed as:

$$WQI = \frac{(DO)^{1.5}}{(3.8)^{FP}(T_{urb})^{0.15}(15)^{FCol/10000} + 0.14(SC)^{0.5}}$$

Where DO is the dissolved oxygen (%), $T$ is turbidity (NTU), TP is total phosphate (mg/L), FCol is fecal coliform bacteria (counts/100 mL) and SC is the specific conductivity (MS/cm). The major limitation of this method is the study is based on a specific region and might cause inaccuracy for other regions.

### 4.3 Existing WQI Models

Galal et al. studied 107 cases and stated that almost 85% of the cases used seven models naming The Horton index, National Sanitation Foundation WQI (NSF-WQI), Scottish Research Development Department Index (SRDD index), Canadian Council of Ministers of the Environment WQI (CCME-WQI), Bascover index (BWQI), Fuzzy Interface System (FIS) based index, Malaysian WQI (MWQI) (M. G. Uddin et al., 2021). Each of these models has a minimum of four applications, with the highest 36 applications of CCME-WQI and NSF-WQI at the second ranking based on the application on the case studies with a number of 18 applications. Another mentionable WQI model is the West Java WQI (WJ-WQI) model, not because of the number of applications but because it is one of the most recent WQI models developed considering the reduction of uncertainty of the existing models (Sutadian et al., 2018). These above-mentioned models are briefly described in the following sections.

#### 4.3.1 The Horton Index

Horton established the very first WQI model in 1965 for defining the water quality of rivers (Gupta & Gupta, 2021; Horton, 1965; Mukate et al., 2019; Tirkey et al., 2013). This model includes the four general steps for WQI modeling. Parameter selection was based on the environmental impact, data reliability and relative influence on other parameters (Abbasi & Abbasi, 2012c). Water quality parameters such as DO, pH, coliforms, specific conductance, carbon chloroform extract, and alkalinity (based on percent entry of population upstream served by treatment) were considered (Shah & Joshi, 2017). In this model, sub-indexing was done using a linear scaling function and the values ranged from 0 to 100. Where 0 represents the worst quality and 100 represents the excellent quality (Horton, 1965). Parameter weighting was based on the Delphi method. The expert panel suggested weighting values from 1 to 4 for different parameters.
An additive function is used as the final aggregating equation for determining the WQI value, expressed as the following –

\[
WQI = \left[ \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{8} w_i s_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{8} w_i} \right] \times m_1 \times m_2
\]

Where, \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are the coefficient of temperature and obvious pollution, respectively. Values of \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) are either 0.5 or 1.0 based on the temperature and presence of emission.

### 4.3.2 National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) WQI

Brown modified the Horton model and developed the NSF-WQI model (Abrahão et al., 2007; Lumb et al., 2011). Parameter selection was done using the Delphi technique (Ewaid, 2017; Rocha et al., 2015) and considered 11 different parameters of five different categories namely physical, chemical, microbiological, nutrient and toxic parameters (Dhany Sutadian et al., n.d.; Lumb et al., 2011). Linear scaling was used for sub-indexing and the values ranged from 0 to 1. 1 is considered to be in the recommended guideline (M. G. Uddin et al., 2021). The Delphi technique is also followed to evaluate the parameter weighting with an expert panel. Unequal weighting values are used, and the total sum of the weighting is 1. However, later applications of this model have used some modified weight values for some parameters (Noori et al., 2019; Tomas et al., 2017). And for the final step, the original model was developed with an additive aggregating function but later in 1973, Brown et al. suggested the multiplicative function to aggregate the sub-indices into an overall index (Brown et al., 1973; M. G. Uddin et al., 2021).

The proposed method for comparing the water quality of various water sources is based upon nine water quality parameters such as temperature, pH, turbidity, fecal coliform, dissolved oxygen, biochemical oxygen demand, total phosphates, nitrates and total solids. The water quality data are recorded and transferred to a weighting curve chart, where a numerical value of \( Q_i \) is obtained. The mathematical expression for NSF WQI is given by

\[
WQI = \sum_{i=1}^{n} Q_i W_i
\]

Where, \( Q_i \) = sub-index for ith water quality parameter and \( W_i \) = weight associated with ith parameter and \( n \) is the number of parameters. The model was first proposed with 9 water quality parameters. These are – DO, pH, BOD, temperature, total phosphate, nitrate, turbidity, total solids and fecal coliform. With that, the model proposed a specific weighting value for each parameters. Later, researchers modified the number of parameters and changed the parameters. They also defined their own parameter weight values. Table 4-1 shows a brief summary of the parameter weight values used by different researchers.
### Table 4-1: Different parameter weight value used for NSF WQI model in different studies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WQ Parameter</th>
<th>Model Recommended Weight, ( W_i )</th>
<th>Weight value defined in different studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Effendi et al., 2015)</td>
<td>(Babaei Semiromi et al., 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Shah &amp; Joshi, 2017)</td>
<td>(Hoseinzadeh et al., 2015)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Ewaid, 2017)</td>
<td>(Tomas et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOD</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Phosphate</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbidity</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Solids</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fecal Coliform</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Odor Number</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Suspended Solids</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.173</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.3.3 The Scottish Research Development Department (SRDD) Index

The SRDD-WQI model was developed by the Scottish Research Development Department and was used to assess surface water quality from different tropical-sub-tropical countries such as Iran, Romania, Portugal (Carvalho et al., 2011; Dadolahi-Sohrab et al., 2012; IONUŞ, 2010). In Eastern Thailand, a modified version SRDD model has been used for evaluating water quality (Bordalo et al., 2006). All three processes, parameter selection, sub-indexing, and parameter weighting, were conducted using the Delphi technique (M. G. Uddin et al., 2021). The SRDD model used the following modified additive aggregating function based on the NSF-WQI model (Lumb et al., 2011):

\[
SRDDWQI = \frac{1}{100} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i W_i \right)^2
\]
4.3.4 Canadian Council of Ministers of Environment (CCME) WQI

The CCME-WQI model is a modified version of the British Columbia Water Quality Index (BCWQI) model (Abbasi & Abbasi, 2012b). The CCME-WQI has been in application with a wide range of surface water bodies (M. G. Uddin et al., 2017). The CCME-WQI requires a minimum of four parameters to determine the water quality index; parameters are not specified and decided by the users (CCME WATER QUALITY INDEX USER’S MANUAL 2017 UPDATE, 2017). This model does not include parameter sub-indexing and weighting. After user-defined parameters are selected the model directly uses the aggregating function. In this model, 3 factors $F_1$, $F_2$ and $F_3$ namely, ‘scope,’ ‘frequency’ and ‘amplitude’ respectively are calculated before aggregating the parameters. These factors are defined and expressed as follows –

$F_1 = \text{percent parameters that do not meet the specified objective}$

$$F_1 = \frac{\text{number of failed parameters}}{\text{number of total parameters}} \times 100$$

$F_2 = \text{percent individual test values that do not meet the specified objective value}$

$$F_2 = \frac{\text{number of failed tests}}{\text{number of total tests}} \times 100$$

$F_3 = \text{amount by which test values test values failed to meet their objective and this factor is calculated in three steps –}$

a. The number of times by which any individual parameter deviates from the objective is called excursion and is calculated using the following expressions –

$$\text{excursion}_i = \left(\frac{\text{Failed Test Value}_i}{\text{Objective}_i}\right) - 1$$, when test values exceed the objective

$$\text{excursion}_i = \left(\frac{\text{Objective}_i}{\text{Failed Test Value}_i}\right) - 1$$, when test values fall below the objective

b. The total extent of deviation is calculated by summing the individual excursions and dividing by the total number of tests

the normalized sum of excursion, $nse = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{excursion}_i}{\text{number of total tests}}$

c. Finally, an asymptotic function is used to calculate the factor $F_3$ to yield a range from 0 to 100 with the following expression –

$$F_3 = \frac{nse}{0.01 \times nse + 0.01}$$

Finally, the function used for aggregation is expressed as:
\[ CCMEWQI = 100 - \left( \sqrt{F_1^2 + F_2^2 + F_3^2} \right) / 1.732 \]

4.3.5 Bascaron Index (BWQI)

Bascaron developed this model based on the Spanish water quality guidelines in 1979 (Sun et al., 2016). Many South American countries and some southern Asian regions adopted the Bascaron Index and some other countries developed a modified indexing model based on the Bascarons WQI model (M. G. Uddin et al., 2021). BWQI model was developed with considering 26 parameters which is the highest number of parameters considered for developing any WQI model (Nong et al., 2020). Linear sub-indexing is applied based on the local water quality guidelines and a value ranging from 0 to 100 is developed against each of the parameters (Kannel et al., 2007; Pesce & Wunderlin, 2000). Unequal weight values ranging from 1 to 4 are used. Two modified additive functions were used to aggregate the sub-indices. One is to determine the objective index value and the other one is to determine the subjective index value. Expression for these two aggregating functions are as follows –

\[ BWQI_{Obj} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i S_i}{\sum w_i} \]
\[ BWQI_{Sub} = k \times \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i S_i}{\sum w_i} \]

The fundamental difference in these two equations is the constant, \( k \) which can be defined as the constant of visual assessment. values of \( k \) are achieved with a visual inspection of the river (Pesce & Wunderlin, 2000) and one of the following is taken as the value for \( k \) –

\( k = 1.00 \); clear water without apparent contamination of natural solids suspended.

\( k = 0.75 \); light contaminated water, indicated by light non-natural colour, foam, light turbidity for no natural reason.

\( k = 0.50 \); contaminated water, indicated by non-natural colour, light to moderate odour, high turbidity (non-natural), suspended organic solids, etc.

\( k = 0.25 \); highly contaminated water, indicated by blackish colour, hard odour, visible fermentation, etc.

4.3.6 Fuzzy Interface System (FIS) Based Index

Fuzzy logic has been a popular tool for decision-making since the 1960s and many researchers have used fuzzy interface systems for environmental assessments (Peche & Rodríguez, 2012). Several studies included FIS to develop WQI models in recent years (Lermontov et al., 2009; F. Lu et al., 2014; Xia & Chen, 2015). The FIS-based WQI model also uses four steps, and these are analogous to the general steps of developing WQI models (Lermontov et al., 2009). These steps are a) fuzzy sets and membership function – related to the parameter selection and based on the correlation studies; b) fuzzy set operations – normalizing the water quality
parameters with FIS; c) fuzzy logic – weight values are determined with Fuzzy logic function; and d) interference rules – aggregating the water quality parameters using a range of fuzzy interference rules.

### 4.3.7 Malaysian Index (MWQI)

Department of Environment, Malaysia developed a WQI model in 1974 to evaluate the surface water quality based on the national water quality guidelines of Malaysia (Gazzaz et al., 2012). Six water quality parameters were selected for developing the model based on an expert panel. For sub-indexing, unique quality function curves were developed for each parameter. Parameter weighting was also done using the expert panel’s opinion and unequal weighting was applied (Khuan et al., 2002). This model also uses the simple additive function for aggregating the sub-indices into the final WQI value. They classified the water quality based on the adopted WQI. Table 4-2 shows the water quality classification and Table 4-3 shows the WQI classification.

### 4.3.8 West Java Index (WJ-WQI)

This is the most recent WQI model developed in literature as per Sutadin et al. (2018) (Khuan et al., 2002). This model has all the four general steps of developing WQI models. This model was developed focusing on reducing the uncertainty of the previously existing WQI models. Parameter selection includes two sub-steps – a) using statistical assessment to evaluate parameter redundancy and b) identifying common parameters across the sampling stations. A linear scaling interpolation function is introduced to determine the sub-indices based on the maximum and minimum allowable guideline values of different water quality parameters. Parameter weighting was conducted with an expert panel and the panel’s opinion was evaluated using the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). Finally, the model uses the same multiplicative aggregating function used in the NSF-WQI model.

### 4.3.9 WQI Evaluation

The following table shows the evaluation classes recommended by different models.

*Table 4-2: Different WQI Model Evaluation Classes*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WQI Name</th>
<th>No. of Parameters Used and Evaluation Classes</th>
<th>WQI Range</th>
<th>Remarks on Water Quality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horton Index</td>
<td>8 Parameters 5 Classes</td>
<td>91-100</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>71-90</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>51-70</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>31-50</td>
<td>Bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0-30</td>
<td>Very Bad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSF-WQI</td>
<td>11 Parameters 5 Classes</td>
<td>90-100</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70-89</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water Quality Index</td>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>90-100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRDD Index</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Clean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCME-WQI</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWQI</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MWQI</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Clean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WJ-WQI</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Excellent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4-3: WQI parameters used in different WQI models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WQ Parameters</th>
<th>Horton Index</th>
<th>NSF-WQI</th>
<th>SRDD Index</th>
<th>CCME-WQI</th>
<th>BWQI</th>
<th>MWQI</th>
<th>WJ-WQI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Conductivity (EC)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Solids (TS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved Oxygen (DO)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Suspended Solids (TSS)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride (Cl)</td>
<td>√</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Coliform (TC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrate (NO₃⁻)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphate (PO₄³⁻)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ammonia (NH₃)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of Other Parameters</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 5: Approach and Methodology

5.1 Introduction

For establishing the water quality index of Dhaka city-based rivers, samples will be collected bi-monthly from four rivers: Buriganga, Turag, Balu and Shitalakhya. Samples will be collected from 6 monitoring sites located on the selected rivers and 14 water quality parameters will be analyzed for each sample. After data collection, spatial interpolation of the sampling sites and parameter concentrations will be studied using ArcGIS software.

To achieve the main objective, the principal component analysis will be conducted using the sampling data and based on the result, i.e., based on the principal components, the WQI model will be developed by using a modified expression of the NSF-WQI model.

5.2 Site Selection

Site selection was mainly based on the Department of Environment’s (DoE) sample collection points as well as on-site field visits. The Department of Environment has established a comprehensive monitoring network to diligently track surface water quality and this network entails collecting monthly samples from specific sampling stations strategically placed along rivers that are part of the network. Site selection is done for all four rivers. Table 5-1 represents the reasons behind site selection and the coordinates of the sites are given in Appendix B. Figure 5-1 represents the map location of the sites.

The general location of the sampling sites was expressed using the following naming convention:

First Letter of the river with a distinguished middle letter(e.g., BG, TR, BL or SL) _Sampling station number (e.g., 1, 2, 3,...).
**Table 5-1: Site selection reasons**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site No.</th>
<th>River Name</th>
<th>Site Code</th>
<th>Sampling Sites</th>
<th>Reasons Behind Selection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Buriganga</td>
<td>BG1</td>
<td>Pagla Ghat, Dhaka</td>
<td>Nearby brick resellers and food industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>BG2</td>
<td>Postogola Bridge, Dhaka</td>
<td>Nearby small and large iron recycling shops and factories and an unknown liquid discharge line in the river</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>BG3</td>
<td>Sadarghat Launch Terminal</td>
<td>One of the busiest and most important areas in Buriganga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td>BG4</td>
<td>Chandir Ghat</td>
<td>Nearby plastic recyclers, secondary recycling shops and factories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>BG5</td>
<td>Kholamora Ghat, Kamranghirchar</td>
<td>Municipal discharge and transportation, recently sucker fish have been found and are in visible amounts on this site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>BG6</td>
<td>Gudaraghat, Hazaribag</td>
<td>Nearby former tannery industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Turag</td>
<td>TR1</td>
<td>Near Fulpukuria Thread, Tongi, Gazipur</td>
<td>Nearby textile and chemical industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>TR2</td>
<td>Tongi Rail Bridge, Gazipur</td>
<td>Nearby public bazar, construction sites and hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>TR3</td>
<td>Ashulia Kacha Bazar</td>
<td>Municipal waste disposal area beside the river</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>TR4</td>
<td>Ashulia Landing Station</td>
<td>The recent addition of the landing station and is the joining point of Turag and Tongi khal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td>TR5</td>
<td>Rustompur Ghat, Mirpur road</td>
<td>Household waste discharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>TR6</td>
<td>Diabari Ghat, Mirpur road</td>
<td>Nearby public bazar and the discharged municipal liquid waste into the river</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Balu</td>
<td>BL1</td>
<td>Near Balu Bridge, 300 feet, Dhaka</td>
<td>Nearby bazar and future cricket stadium, a prime attraction for tourists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>BL2</td>
<td>Near LGED Bridge, Jolshiri</td>
<td>Nearby recreational spot- jolshiri and industrial zone Pran-RFL city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>BL3</td>
<td>Beraid Boat Ghat, Beraid</td>
<td>The recent addition of the nearby Balu bridge and public bazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>BL4</td>
<td>Near Edarkandi-Fakirkhali Road</td>
<td>Nearby hybrid poultry farms by local people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>BL5</td>
<td>Near Eastern Straw Board and Paper Mill</td>
<td>Nearby paper mills and residential area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>BL6</td>
<td>Rajakhali Ghat, Demra</td>
<td>Nearby demra where Shitalakhya and Balu meets together, there is a nearby residential area and public bazar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL</td>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Sitalakhya</td>
<td>Nearby several painting and chemical industries and industrial discharge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>SL2</td>
<td>Kaliganj Kazir Char Kheyar Ghat, Kaliganj</td>
<td>Nearby newly developing AK Khan economic zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>SL3</td>
<td>Beldi Bazar, Beldi</td>
<td>Nearby brick manufacturing industry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>SL4</td>
<td>Near Hatabo Bazar, Rupganj</td>
<td>Nearby paper mills</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>SL5</td>
<td>Habib Ghat, Boralu Bazar</td>
<td>Industrial zone, several paper mills, food industries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>SL6</td>
<td>South Rupshi Masjid Ghat, Rupshi</td>
<td>Nearby public bazar with small waste dumps</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5-1: Sampling site locations for river
5.3 Data Collection

The methodology starts with a preliminary analysis of the surface water quality variables for the evaluation of temporal and spatial variations and the interpretation of the concentration of pollutants. This analysis helps to identify the most polluted segments of the four rivers and their adjacent streams, as well as the quality variables with the best and worst performances. This is a valuable step towards designing the more complex and rigorous procedure that we describe in the succeeding paragraphs. Initially, we would select 6 numbers of monitoring sites for each river based on the literature review of previous reports of WARPO, DoE and IWM, field surveys and analysis through the ArcGIS software. The sample collection would be done for each of the four seasons- pre-monsoon, monsoon season, post-monsoon and dry season. Table 5-2 shows the different parameters that will be considered for this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl. No.</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Standard Protocol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>APHA-2550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>pH</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ASTM-D-1293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Electrical Conductivity (EC)</td>
<td>mS/cm</td>
<td>Glass Electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Turbidity</td>
<td>NTU</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Total Solids (TS)</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>APHA-2540 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Total Dissolved Solids (TDS)</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>APHA-2540 C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Dissolved Oxygen (DO)</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>Glass Electrode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD)</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>APHA-5210 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Total Suspended Solids (TSS)</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>APHA-2540 D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>APHA-5220 D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Chloride (Cl⁻)</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>ASTM-E-201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Total Coliform (TC)</td>
<td>CFU</td>
<td>US-EPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>E. Coli</td>
<td>CFU</td>
<td>US-EPA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Nitrate (NO₃⁻)</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>APHA-4500- NO₃⁻ B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Phosphate (PO₄³⁻)</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>Spectrophotometric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Ammonia (NH₃)</td>
<td>mg/L</td>
<td>APHA-4500- NH₃ B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 ArcGIS Modeling

GIS is an indispensable tool for natural resource management, particularly in the areas of land use planning, animal habitat analysis, and natural hazard assessment to name a few of its many applications (Nandini et al., 2007). Although statistical surfaces, in the sense that they are defined by cartographers, do not exist in the same way that land does, it is possible to conceptualize them in the same way. For the preparation of statistical surfaces, the spatial interpolation process in GIS is commonly utilized (Wu et al., 2019). Given the impossibility of collecting field data at every location in the study area, spatial interpolation methods will be used to extrapolate information from sampled locations to locations where it could not be collected. Aiming toward the creation of maps depicting the spatial distribution of water quality...
parameters, ArcMap 10 GIS software would be used to correlate the water quality to the sampling locations (Nath et al., 2018). There are various spatial interpolation methods available. The inverse distance weighting (IDW) method will be used in this case (G. Y. Lu & Wong, 2008). By using the spatial interpolation method, maps depicting the spatial distribution of the water quality parameters with specified sites will be created. Identifying variations in the accumulations of various parameters in the surface water of the research area was performed.

5.5 Principal Component Analysis

A statistical approach, PCA, will be used to analyze the water quality of Dhaka-based four rivers (Buriganga, Turag, Balu and Shitalakshya). The developed method can be easily applied to other river basins suffering from similar environmental problems. The developed method can rigorously reflect the trends and patterns in water quality and is easy to apply and interpret. Among various techniques, PCA has received interest in water quality analysis. PCA can be used to identify the critical parameters that severely affect the water quality of a specific water body, which would significantly decrease the load of data for further data processing.

PCA will be utilized to reduce the huge amount of data into some meaningful, simpler data that will be further used to find out the prominent factors that are responsible for the variation of the water quality characteristics. To achieve this, R language will be used for data analysis. And software MS Excel and RStudio 2023.9.1.0 will be used.

R is a programming language and environment specifically designed for statistical computing and graphics. It is an open-source software that provides a wide variety of statistical and graphical techniques, making it a powerful tool for data analysis, manipulation, and visualization. R has a large and active community of users and developers, contributing to its extensive library of packages for diverse statistical methods. Key features of R includes – data analysis, statistical modeling, data visualization, data manipulation and programming. RStudio is an integrated development environment (IDE) for R that enhances the R programming experience. It provides a user-friendly interface with features tailored to R development, making it easier to write, debug, and execute R code. Community version of RStudio will be utilized in this research project. RStudio have several advantages on the user-friendly interface such as – script editor, console, data viewer, plots and charts, package management etc. which can be handled in one window altogether making it highly suitable for data analysis.

PCA for water quality parameters using R would be achieved with the following steps. Required steps for performing PCA using R is demonstrated in the Figure 5-2.

1. Setting up the working directory in the computer which is selecting the folder where the data files and analysis outcomes will be stored.
2. Data collection and data importing which includes saving data into a .csv (comma separated value) file and importing these data into a data frame for further analysis.
3. Data exploration and processing, examining the structure of the dataset and imputing missing values or removing outliers.

4. Principal component analysis which can be done using different built-in functions such as `prcomp()` or `princomp()` with specified function variables for data standardization including scaling and centering.

5. Interpretation of the PCA includes the understanding of variance and selection of principal component based on the variance. Also, visualization of PCA using scree plot, biplot etc. would aid the interpretation process.

6. Finally, exporting the outcomes of PCA into a spreadsheet/excel (.xlsx) file for variable (parameter) selection will be done.

*Figure 5-2: Steps involving in PCA using R*
5.6 Development of the Water Quality Index Model

The WQI will be established to analyze natural and artificial activities based on fundamental groundwater chemistry markers. The water quality index can also assess the quality of river water in general as well as in terms of its intended use for drinking, recreation, aquatic zones, agriculture, etc. There are many water quality index calculation methods available for evaluating the water. In this study, the WQI model will be developed using the critical parameters obtained from PCA. The obtained WQIs from different models will be compared. Then, based on the research and PCA, a modified expression of WQI based on the NSF-WQI model will be proposed for Bangladeshi rivers, which will make the WQI calculations quick, objective, and reproducible and enable the evaluation of changes in water quality in various regions.

5.7 Summary of Methodology

The research methodology has begun with sampling site selection. After ensuring the reliable sites for sample collection various water quality parameters will be analyzed. Based on the water quality parameter data, spatial interpolation and principal component analysis will be conducted. After determining the critical components from the principal component analysis, the WQI model will be developed based on the critical components and a modified expression for the WQI model based on the NSF-WQI model will be proposed for Dhaka city-based rivers which can be useful for further study of surface water quality of Bangladesh. The overall flow chart of the methodology is shown in as below –
Approach and Methodology

Figure 5-3: Flowchart for overall methodology
Chapter 6: Work Plan and Progress

6.1 Agreement Signing

The agreement between Dept. of Chemical Engineering, BUET and the Water Resources Planning Organization (WARPO) to conduct the collaborative research project on “Establishment of Water Quality Index (WQI) through Principal Component Analysis for the Dhaka-based Rivers” was signed on 06 June 2023 (Figure 6-1). The Director General of WARPO, along with senior scientific officers and other officials, were present at this ceremony. On behalf of the Research team of the Dept. of ChE, the Principal Investigator, Professor Dr. Md. Shahinoor Islam was also present at this event. The ceremony was held in WARPO Bhaban, Green Road, Dhaka.

Figure 6-1: Contract signing between WARPO and Dept. of ChE, BUET
6.2 Field Visit and Sample Collection

The first sampling was conducted on Friday, 21st July, 2023. Members from the BUET team, including the principal investigator Dr. Md Shahinoor Islam and members from the WARPO team were present in the sample collection. The sample was collected from the BG4 station. A picture of the members present at the first sample collection is shown in Figure 6-2.

![Figure 6-2: Members present in sample collection at Buriganga (BG4)](image)

Another field visit was conducted on Friday, 04th August 2023, at the TR1 station in Turag river, near Fulpukuria Thread & Accessories Ltd. Images taken on the second sample collection are shown in Figure 6-3. A field visit and sample collection were conducted at the Balu river near Balu bridge, 300 feet, Dhaka. Figure 6-4 contains the images from the field visit at Balu Bridge on Wednesday, 06th September 2023. On 28th September another field visit was conducted in Ghorashal Gudara ghat at the SL1 station in Shitalakhya river. Figure 6-5 contains the images from the field visit at Ghorashal point.
Figure 6-3: Members present in sample collection at Turag river (TR1)

Figure 6-4: Members present in sample collection at Balu river (BL1)
6.3 Future Work Plan and Reporting

After submitting the inception report, an inception workshop will be carried out within the 5th month (M5). In this workshop, a detailed project planning will be discussed to meet the final objectives of this research. An interim report regarding the progress of the research will be submitted at the end of 13th month (M13) following the submission of the draft final report at the end of 21st month (M21). A national-level final workshop will be conducted on 23rd month (M23) following the final report submission at the end of the project (on month 24th). The detailed activity plan and schedule are illustrated in Table 6-1.
### Table 6-1: Activity Schedule starting from June, 2023

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SI</th>
<th>Description of Activities</th>
<th>Months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Mobilization</td>
<td>M 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Site Selection</td>
<td>M 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Site Visits and Secondary Data Collection and Analysis</td>
<td>M 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Sample Collection</td>
<td>M 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Lab Analysis</td>
<td>M 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Principal Component Analysis</td>
<td>M 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Determination of WQI</td>
<td>M 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Comparison of WQIs</td>
<td>M 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>WQI Establishment</td>
<td>M 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Inception Report</td>
<td>M 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Inception Report
## Work Plan and Progress

### Description of Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SI</th>
<th>Description of Activities</th>
<th>Months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Inception Workshop</td>
<td>M1 M2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Interim Report</td>
<td>M3 M4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Draft Final Report</td>
<td>M5 M6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Training</td>
<td>M7 M8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Final Workshop at WARPO</td>
<td>M9 M10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Final Report</td>
<td>M11 M12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Continuous**

**Intermittent**
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Appendix C: Site Selection for Sample Collection

Site Selection was done with a prior site visit and inspection. A total 24 sites were selected for sample collection with 6 sites for each river. Following is a summary table for selected sampling sites with their coordinates.

Table 8-1: Sampling sites with coordinates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>River Name</th>
<th>Site Code</th>
<th>Sampling Sites</th>
<th>Coordinates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buriganga</td>
<td>BG1</td>
<td>Pagla Ghat, Dhaka</td>
<td>23°39'40.3&quot;N 90°27'15.1&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BG2</td>
<td>Postogola Bridge, Dhaka</td>
<td>23°41'16.0&quot;N 90°25'37.8&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BG3</td>
<td>Sadarghat Launch Terminal</td>
<td>23°42'21.6&quot;N 90°24'20.8&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BG4</td>
<td>Chandir Ghat</td>
<td>23°42'39.8&quot;N 90°23'26.5&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BG5</td>
<td>Kholamora Ghat, Kamranghirchar</td>
<td>23°42'53.0&quot;N 90°21'34.9&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BG6</td>
<td>Gudaraghat, Hazaribag</td>
<td>23°44'02.1&quot;N 90°21'13.9&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turag</td>
<td>TR1</td>
<td>Near Fulpukuria Thread, Tongi, Gazipur</td>
<td>23°53'51.6&quot;N 90°26'05.4&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TR2</td>
<td>Tongi Rail Bridge, Gazipur</td>
<td>23°52'55.4&quot;N 90°24'20.3&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TR3</td>
<td>Ashulia Kacha Bazar</td>
<td>23°53'48.0&quot;N 90°20'03.3&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TR4</td>
<td>Ashulia Landing Station</td>
<td>23°53'29.5&quot;N 90°21'34.7&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TR5</td>
<td>Rustompur Ghat, Mirpur road</td>
<td>23°52'29.2&quot;N 90°21'00.8&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TR6</td>
<td>Diabari Ghat, Mirpur road</td>
<td>23°47'53.9&quot;N 90°20'24.2&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balu</td>
<td>BL1</td>
<td>Near Balu Bridge, 300 feet, Dhaka</td>
<td>23°50'04.6&quot;N 90°28'41.7&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BL2</td>
<td>Near LGED Bridge, Jolshiri</td>
<td>23°48'58.5&quot;N 90°29'09.9&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BL3</td>
<td>Beraid Boat Ghat, Beraid</td>
<td>23°48'05.9&quot;N 90°28'53.9&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BL4</td>
<td>Near Edarkandi-Fakirkhali Road</td>
<td>23°46'36.9&quot;N 90°28'43.4&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BL5</td>
<td>Near Eastern Straw Board and Paper Mill</td>
<td>23°45'23.8&quot;N 90°29'11.1&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sitalakhya</td>
<td>BL6</td>
<td>Rajakhal Ghat, Demra</td>
<td>23°44'07.3&quot;N 90°29'28.3&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SL1</td>
<td>SL1</td>
<td>Kholapara-Ghorashal Kheyaghat, Ghorashal</td>
<td>23°56'27.4&quot;N 90°36'57.4&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SL2</td>
<td>Kaliganj Kazir Char Kheyar Ghat, Kaliganj</td>
<td>23°54'57.1&quot;N 90°34'01.9&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SL3</td>
<td>Beldi Bazar, Beldi</td>
<td>23°52'01.6&quot;N 90°33'17.2&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SL4</td>
<td>Near Hatabo Bazar, Rupganj</td>
<td>23°48'33.6&quot;N 90°32'37.2&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SL5</td>
<td>Habib Ghat, Boralu Bazar</td>
<td>23°45'46.8&quot;N 90°30'28.0&quot;E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SL6</td>
<td>South Rupshi Masjid Ghat, Rupshi</td>
<td>23°43'55.1&quot;N 90°30'30.8&quot;E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following are the pictures taken in inspection visits for site selection.
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Appendix D: Field Visit Images

Figure 8-1: Field visit at Buriganga (BG4)
Appendix D: Field Visit Images

Figure 8-2: Field visit at Turag (TR1)
Figure 8-3: Field visit at Balu (BL1)
Figure 8-4: Field visit at Shitalakhya (SL1)